
M ti ti d I ti iM ti ti d I ti iMotivation and Incentives in Motivation and Incentives in 
Classroom AssessmentClassroom AssessmentClassroom AssessmentClassroom Assessment

The Role of Affect in The Role of Affect in 
Documenting and MeasuringDocumenting and MeasuringDocumenting and Measuring Documenting and Measuring 

Student AbilityStudent Ability



Think aboutThink aboutThink about… Think about… 

How were different motivation tools andHow were different motivation tools andHow were different motivation tools and How were different motivation tools and 
techniques incorporated into classroom techniques incorporated into classroom 
assessments you completed as a student?assessments you completed as a student?assessments you completed as a student?assessments you completed as a student?
What were the incentives for studying, What were the incentives for studying, 
completing and doing well on thecompleting and doing well on thecompleting, and doing well on the completing, and doing well on the 
assessments? assessments? 
A thi i l?A thi i l?Anything unique or unusual?Anything unique or unusual?



Students and TasksStudents and TasksStudents and Tasks Students and Tasks 



Within the context of computer scienceWithin the context of computer scienceWithin the context of computer scienceWithin the context of computer science

Interest in computer programming is waning in USAInterest in computer programming is waning in USAp p g g gp p g g g
Enrollment in UG comp sci dropped 70% between 2000 Enrollment in UG comp sci dropped 70% between 2000 
and 2005and 2005
Comp Sci job outComp Sci job out scourcingscourcing symptom or part of thesymptom or part of theComp Sci job outComp Sci job out--scourcing scourcing –– symptom or part of the symptom or part of the 
problem?problem?

Is this a motivation problem?Is this a motivation problem?
–– Intrinsic interest of middle grades students in computer Intrinsic interest of middle grades students in computer 

programming? programming? 
–– Is the over attention to skills undermining opportunities for Is the over attention to skills undermining opportunities for 

authentic learning?authentic learning?
–– Gender differences?Gender differences?



What ifWhat ifWhat if… What if… 
… game design was the goal, and programming was the … game design was the goal, and programming was the 

d l i kill bj ti t h th t l?d l i kill bj ti t h th t l?underlying skill objective to reach that goal?underlying skill objective to reach that goal?

… the skill requirements were heavily scaffolded initially, … the skill requirements were heavily scaffolded initially, q y yq y y
and then student interests in design motivated learning and then student interests in design motivated learning 
of skills that “I need to know”?of skills that “I need to know”?

… the authentic problem was the goal, and the skills … the authentic problem was the goal, and the skills 
(grammar, procedural knowledge, vocabulary) were (grammar, procedural knowledge, vocabulary) were 
introduced as needed?introduced as needed?

… student success in completing the authentic problem … student success in completing the authentic problem 
defined the sequence of instruction?defined the sequence of instruction?qq



Flow and game designFlow and game designFlow and game designFlow and game design





10 hours of instruction10 hours of instruction10 hours of instruction10 hours of instruction

Designed a Frogger game from scratchDesigned a Frogger game from scratchDesigned a Frogger game from scratchDesigned a Frogger game from scratch
Completed both 2D and 3D views (new)Completed both 2D and 3D views (new)
O t iti f l d i dO t iti f l d i dOpportunities for personal design and Opportunities for personal design and 
creativitycreativity

So what did they learn about programming So what did they learn about programming y p g gy p g g
and design?and design?
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Assessment ProblemAssessment ProblemAssessment ProblemAssessment Problem
PrePre--test vs. post test?test vs. post test?pp
–– But this is the first time they’ve seen this programming But this is the first time they’ve seen this programming 

environmentenvironment
Desired skills from the state?Desired skills from the state?
–– There are no assessments for computer scienceThere are no assessments for computer science

Appropriate measures of learning?Appropriate measures of learning?
Design is a unique contextDesign is a unique context–– Design is a unique contextDesign is a unique context

Again, what have they really learned?Again, what have they really learned?

What is an authentic situation for computer What is an authentic situation for computer 
programmers?programmers?p gp g



TroubleshootingTroubleshootingTroubleshootingTroubleshooting

Car movement bugCar movement bugCar movement bugCar movement bug
Car generation bugCar generation bug
2D i ti b2D i ti b2D navigation bug2D navigation bug
3D navigation bug3D navigation bug
Turtle generation bugTurtle generation bug
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